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 JARED KUSHNER, Son-In-Law of Donald Trump, ANTICHRIST QUESTION?
Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
FACEBOOK KILLER ON RUN --'I MURDERED 15'--EASTER SUNDAY HORROR
Psa 10:8: He sitteth in the lurking places of the villages: in the secret places doth
he murder the innocent:
Job 24:14: The murderer rising with the light killeth the poor and needy, and in
the night is as a thief.

Jhn 8:44: Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He
was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is
no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar,
and the father of it.
Num 35:19: The revenger of blood himself shall slay the murderer: when he
meeteth him, he shall slay him.
1Jo 3:14: We know that we have passed from death unto life, because we love the
brethren. He that loveth not his brother abideth in death.
1Jo 3:15: Whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer: and ye know that no
murderer hath eternal life abiding in him.
1Jo 3:16: Hereby perceive we the love of God, because he laid down his life for
us: and we ought to lay down our lives for the brethren.
Getting Sick Feeling About What Just Happened in the White House: LTC Allen
West (US Army Ret.)
Friday, April 14, 2017
BY LTC ALLEN WEST (US ARMY
RET) FAMILIYSECURITYMATTERS.O
RG
There are some interesting things
happening in the President Trump White
House. Recently President Trump
seemed to make comments about his
“strategist” Steve Bannon. Anytime
someone says “I like you, BUT” – well,
the separation is coming. There have
been dismissals, but it appears it’s no
longer rumor and innuendo. There will be some who won’t survive the first 100 days.
And here’s something that’s really giving me the willies.
As reported by the Washington Free Beacon, “White House Senior Adviser Jared
Kushner is leading an unprecedented effort to meddle in the White House’s
National Security Council, causing mayhem for senior staff who say the
president’s son-in-law is interfering in key foreign policy debates, according to
Trump administration officials who spoke to the Washington Free Beacon.
Kushner has taken aggressive action to micro-manage the NSC, overshadowing
even recently installed National Security Adviser H.R. McMaster, according to
sources both inside and outside the White House who described Kushner’s
behavior as highly unusual and damaging to the country’s national security
infrastructure. Never before has a White House permitted such a figure to intervene in
the NSC, which is traditionally given leeway to investigate foreign policy matters and
bring advice to the president. Sources who spoke to the Free Beacon described wideranging frustration at the NSC over Kushner’s influence over some of the most
important foreign policy portfolios, such as Iraq, Israel, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, and
China, among others. Senior NSC staff are finding their hands tied when it comes to
performing even perfunctory duties, such as talking points and statements on high
profile issues that must go through Kushner for approval. Sources who spoke to the

Free Beacon described this level of involvement as kneecapping the NSC and
contributing to its difficulties formulating policy.”
Jared Kushner is an Ivy League-educated, 36-year-old commercial real estate “expert.”
Being president of the United States is not a family business. If those placed into certain
positions are now being superseded, especially in matters of national security, by the
president’s son-in-law, it will not be long before those individuals exit.
And what is rather perplexing for me to comprehend is, what is the role of White House
Chief of Staff (COS), Reince Preibus? The COS is supposed to be the single point of
contact for staff coordination. He’s supposed to be the one who has the final ear
of the president, and the one to whom everyone goes through to have an
audience with the POTUS. It seems that something is amiss in this traditional
relationship.
Funny, I’m somewhat confused as to what Kushner’s job is supposed to be…is it
solving the Middle East peace process or restructuring the federal government, or
what? But one aspect, or character trait, that we all abhorred in my tenure in the
military was a micromanaging leader. The last thing anyone wants, and actually
it’s antithetical to efficiency, is having someone constantly looking over your
shoulder, or demanding incessant updates. A good leader issues guidance and
direction and allows the staff to operate and solve the issues. It was rumored that the
entire setup for the meeting of President Trump with Chinese President Xi Jinping was
crafted by Kushner, still trying to conceive his foreign policy bona fides.
And what is most disconcerting for me is that fact that Jared Kushner is not, shall
we say, aligned with the governing philosophy of the party that nominated Donald
J. Trump. The concern is whether President Trump’s national security and foreign
policy vision will be a constitutional conservative one, or more so a liberal
progressive leftist perspective, since Kushner was not a registered Republican.
“Kushner is meddling in a lot of things,” according to one NSC official who spoke to the
Free Beacon only on background. “Such direct control of foreign policy from the
West Wing has never happened before. It just creates a lot of drama. People just
don’t know how to deal with it. We’re respectful of his position, but it’s confusing the
policymaking process.”
Officials working at the NSC, State Department, and Department of Defense “are not
happy that Jared is so powerful in foreign policy,” said one White House official.
“They are expected to implement the president’s agenda, but have no input or
ability to get ideas in front of Jared. It’s a one-man show and that’s creating a lot
of frustration.” The installation of Dina Powell, a confidant of Kushner’s wife
Ivanka, to the NSC is said to have been orchestrated by Kushner in order to
solidify his power over the foreign policy organization, sources said.”
Let’s be honest here, many of us railed against the shadowy figure of one Valerie Jarrett
and her influence upon Barack Obama. I referred to her often on these pages as a
Rasputin-like figure. I’m having the same reservations about young Mr. Kushner. There
was no doubt about national security and defense policy not being run from the
Pentagon during the Obama administration, and it would seem we have a repeat
performance.
The greater issue is whether or not President Trump trusts those he’s put into critical
positions in this vital area. We’ve written here previously about the emergence of

“Kushner Kommissars” spread across the agencies overlooking those placed into
cabinet positions. This is not an effective means of governance, and who’d want to exist
in such an untrusting and toxic environment?
Conservatives must be wary of individuals such as Kushner and Gary Cohn, along with
Obama holdover appointees who have preeminent positions in the Trump
administration, that politically differ from the base that enabled Trump to be president. I
don’t know about you, but I’ve been paying attention to small details, and the use of
certain words during the campaign that are missing now. Why hasn’t Trump declared
the Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organization? Why hasn’t President Trump
done anything about the Iranian nuclear agreement? Why is President Trump now
talking highly of Federal Reserve Chairman, Janet Yellin, and agreeing with the
Fed keeping interest rates low? Why did President Trump publicly attack the
Freedom Caucus and talk about seeking support from Democrats?
Yes, I’m very happy we have Justice Gorsuch, but there are some key indicators and
warning signs that are causing me, and should cause you, concern. And this
expansion of the powers of an untested, inexperienced, and unknown figure such as
Jared Kushner, the son-in-law of the president, whose wife also has a White House
office just doesn’t sit well with me. I abhor nepotism and cronyism, and we don’t have a
constitutional monarchy or a palace for familial rule. Sorry folks, gotta call it as I see it,
because my oath was never taken to any individual, but to our Constitution.
http://www.familysecuritymatters.org/publications/detail/im-starting-to-get-a-sick-feelingabout-what-just-happened-in-the-white-house
‘Kushner Coup’ Inside the Trump White House-- Zionist Neocons Completely
Take Over Trump Administration
Friday, April 14, 2017 State of the Nation
A very stealthy and slow-motion coup has been executed in Washington, D.C.
The coup plotters staked out the West Wing long before Donald Trump ever set
foot in the Oval Office.
This still ongoing coup has been a fairly quiet affair because it took place within Trump’s
own family first. The prime mover of this overthrow is arch-Zionist Neocon Jared
Kushner. His wife — Ivanka Trump – is also playing a crucial role, specifically as her
father’s “most trusted advisor”. As always, there are numerous agents of Deep
State who are assisting with the clockwork implementation of every aspect of the
takeover.
Steve Bannon exposes Jared Kushner: Donald
Trump’s chief strategist Stephen Bannon has called
the president’s senior advisor and son-in-law Jared
Kushner a “cuck” and a “globalist” during a time of high
tension between the two top aides, several Trump
administration officials told The Daily Beast.
The fighting between Kushner and Bannon has been
“nonstop” in recent weeks, according to sources who
spoke on condition of anonymity. It’s been an “open
secret” that Bannon and Kushner often clash “face-toface,” according to senior officials.

One official said Bannon has lately complained about Kushner trying to “shiv him
and push him out the door” and likened him to a fifth column in the White House.
Jared Corey Kushner is the son of Charles Kushner, a heretofore major contributor,
bundler and bagman for the Democratic Party. So loyal was he to the Democrats that
he went to prison for an illegal campaign finance scheme and the subsequent cover-up
crimes.
Jared Kushner: Boy with a mission
If this bloodless coup d’état has one foreign agent who has deeply infiltrated the
Trump Administration, it is Jared Kushner, a hardcore Zionist Neocon. Although
unusually young at 36-years old, his adulthood experience is quite deep in causes that
advance Zionist extremism.
Trump’s Son-in-Law Bankrolls Extremist Zionists
Kushner was primed for the advocacy of Jewish Zionism during his college years. His
involvement with the college-based Chabad was a particularly important part of his
resumé-building. Chabad House is well known worldwide to be an outreach arm of
Zionist extremism. It’s common knowledge within intelligence circles that Chabad
Houses worldwide provide safe haven to Israeli agents (especially the notorious
Sayanim) during times of urgent need.[1]
Chabad Houses have history of criminal activity
The Chabad Lubavitch sect is an extremely radical organization that espouses
dogmatic end-time prophecies that are overwhelmingly favorable to the Jewish
race. However, their real work is better understood by those members who often
appear to function as an extension of the MOSSAD. Although religious by their
own description, the Chabad House leader in Washington, D.C. — Levi
Shemtov — is one of the biggest political operators Inside the Beltway.
Is Trump’s Jared Kushner connection to the Chabad Lubavitch sect
the cause for his dramatic U-turn? This sect is deliberately fomenting
a prophesied Third World War.
(Source: Kushners Belong to Jewish Supremacist Doomsday Cult)
In the ‘advisor’ of Jared Kushner, everything points to an individual who was
strategically positioned within the Trump family to achieve the eventual and total
control of White House. It appears that he has almost accomplished that lofty
goal as of April 13th, 2017. But who is he really working for? His carefully
constructed political network tells the story.
JARED KUSHNER: His Powerful Political Partners
In order to better understand just how complete the Trump administration
takeover is, the following two exposés are offered for their penetrating insights.
Each one provides a different but vital perspective on what is now known as the
“Kushner coup”.
Jared Kushner: A 36-year old kid takes over the West Wing
Kushner: A Zionist Neocon running the White House
The Right should have known that Jared Kushner was the Democrat’s inside man
planted within Team Trump. After all, Kushner and his brother received a $250
million investment from the Godfather of Liberalism himself—George Soros.
George Soros Backed Jared Kushner Venture Cadre With $250 Million

Hence, it was only a matter of time before the key planks of Donald Trump’s oftrepeated campaign platform were converted into political firewood. The April 6
missile attack was intentionally staged not only to reignite the Syrian War, but it
has moved the president’s domestic agenda to the back burner.
The growing threats of a Purple Revolution were purposefully fabricated as an
incentive for Trump to relinquish and/or trash his most important campaign
promises. Fictitious MSM polls pushed his approval ratings to unprecedented
lows in order to encourage Team Trump to make a dramatic foreign policy shift.
Warmongering almost always engenders fake patriotism that creates reflexive
support for a sitting POTUS.
Donald Trump carried out Syria missile strike ‘after being convinced by daughter Ivanka’
Even the MSM reported that it was daughter Ivanka who convinced Trump to
launch the illegal missile strikes against Syria.[2] Given her conversion to
husband Jared’s extreme form of Jewish Zionism, it ought to be obvious who
influenced Ivanka. Welcome to the Kushner presidency!
Conclusion
Everything has changed.
With such an egregious and indisputable war crime committed against Syria hanging
over his head for the next 4 years, Trump is toast. He killed his presidency with one
fatal blunder and exceedingly reckless mistake.
Comment: From my most recent newsletter:
From: robert
Subject: Americans who can handle the real truth need to see this video. The
government is lying to us more shamelessly than ever as it pretends to fight the
terrorists: Bashar al-Assad Interview | Response to Alleged Idlib Chemical Attack and
US airstrikes | AFP
Trump Flips On Five Core Key Campaign Promises In Under 24 Hours
Trump Reverses On NATO: “It’s No Longer Obsolete”
Enter Syrian Conflict, Exit Pedogate- Jared Kushner’s Great Disappearing Act
Donald Trump got instant relief when he bombed Syria. The media stopped
talking about the contrived Russian conspiracy to hack the election with Trump’s
complicit participation. It all went away. Funny how that happens when one plays
ball with the globalists.
No matter what Trump does from this point forward, he has proven himself to be
a pathological liar who cannot be trusted. He has likewise staffed his
administration with serial prevaricators. Trump’s blind rush to judgment in
bombing the Syrian Airbase, without any factual evidence whatsoever, reveals
him to be without conscience and devoid of common sense.
Given this unfortunate state of affairs, the American people are effectively
leaderless once again. In the ensuing chaos, the nation is being stampeded into
more foreign wars on behalf of the Synagogue of Satan Illuminati Zionists.
Trump has been relegated to nothing more than a puny pitchman for them, and
his prominently positioned son-in-law is but a boy messenger relaying the orders
to him from them. (See: The New White House Chain of Command)
State of the Nation
April 13, 2017

Editor’s Note
The following article lays bare Jared Kushner’s extremely telling journalistic agenda,
particularly regarding the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. He is the owner and
publisher of the New York Observer which he bought at age 25 for $10,000,000. There
is perhaps no more dangerous truth to the Zionist Neocon agenda than 9/11 truth. Is
this why the Observer has consistently published articles which ridicule ‘truthers’?[2]
After all, theirs is a massive body of conclusive evidence that contains deep research
and high-integrity investigations which link the Synagogue of Satan directly to the 9/11
false flag operation.
Trump Son-in-law Publishes Article Bashing 9/11 Truthers
Source
[1] SAYANIM: Israeli Operatives in the U.S.
[2] Donald Trump’s Son-In-Law Publishes Newspaper Story About 9/11 Truthers
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Play to 9:43:
https://youtu.be/-5ENW1dPZ3k?t=4m37s
Could Kushner be the Anitchrist? There is Something Very Strange about This
Man!
Play: https://youtu.be/39hRGHr0X_k
JARED KUSHNER, Relative of Donald Trump may be the ANTICHRIST
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJxfBuyidKI&spfreload=10

